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3. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In a local regional economy like Bundaberg, digital design services can seem overpriced and hard to
understand and as more locals seek big-city solutions, and this depletes the ecosystem further (Ibis
world 2020). More and more people using platforms like 99Designs or Design Crowd can mean less work
for local designers, less income, less social capital, and weaker local ties and networks. The #BundyStory
campaign, however, re-energises local digital potentials through telling mentoring stories in podcasts
and on YouTube which celebrate pro-social startup and entrepreneurship culture.
The Social Enterprise Accelerator
and School like 99 Designs or
Design Crowd but unlike big city
alternatives, allows workers to take
control of the profits and
management. Instead of profits
flowing out of the local economy,
money earned from digital projects
is circulated among grassroots
digital media practitioners and
builds social capital (Bourdieu,
1972) while making it easier and
more affordable for clients to hire
the best designers locally at
affordable price.
Figure 2: CC0 Public Domain Image (Created on Canva): People by Stock snap

As a social enterprise, 50% of profits

go back to the participatory community to run a DIY digital design and branding school that establishes
mentoring relationships between local business owners, entrepreneurs and designers. Skills like video
and podcast production, SEO, website strategies, and social media planning are nurtured from within
the community and thanks to the now ubiquities availability of open source software, MOOCs and
online learning opportunities the cost of DIY is reduced.
In the #BundyStory campaign local clients and designers will act as prosumers, producing value and
enhancing the sign value of these brands as they share mentoring stories (Marshall, 2018). As the Social
Enterprise Accelerator provides a weekly podcast and YouTube round-up of these stories it thereby
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creates many co-branding opportunities for stakeholders to establish authentic street cred. Clients and
advertisers can share their story and enhance their sign value by association with this locally-focused
pro-social project improving revenue streams for both parties. Consumers especially want to buy locally
since COVID-19 (Nielsen Research 2020, Barrett 2015) and this can enhance brand value by up to 70 per
cent. The #BundyStory campaign works by providing brand partners and stakeholders with avenues to
get greater public recognition for their contribution to local business and allow exposure to larger
audiences by piggybacking on our campaigns.
How brand value is established beyond the utility value in the Social Enterprise Accelerator #BundyStory
campaign to create a cycle of virtuous change:
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6. Alumni and cooperative
members mentor a new
generation to create their
own #BundyStory.

1. #BundyStory mentoring
podcassts are shared o the
cooperative platform
connects local designers to
clients.

5. Participation in the system
leads to social capital,
innovation accelerates social
sustainable change at the
grassroots level leading to
more #BundyStory
opportunities.

2. Advertising profits are
derived from #BundyStory
campaign. Profits first fund
coperative members then fund
a social branding school which
builds community trust and
engagement.

4. A collaborative
collaboratice #BundyStory
group social enterprise
project is created to yield
significant benefits for the
local community.

3. In #BundyStory podcasts
and and on YouTube students
are attracted. Students gain
social enterprise and branding
skills.
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4. SOCIAL MEDIA PLAN
4.1 BRIEF BACKGROUND
The Social Enterprise Accelerator has the objective to create localized versions of platforms like Design
Crowd which allow clients access to digital design services but also has a social enterprise component
that builds social capital. On the Social Enterprise Accelerator platform, you can run a competition, get
hundreds of submissions, choose the best design or you can choose a designer from their ratings on a
platform designed to make the cream of the best designers come to the top.
The #Bundy Story campaign has the task of introducing the Social Enterprise Accelerator platform by
sharing mentoring stories: podcasts and weekly YouTube round-up videos embedded on the platform
blog and shared on social media. As the #BundyStory campaign digs up mentoring stories the emphasis
shifts from looking to the outside as the place of nnovation to realizing the digital potentials that already
lies within our local community. Stakeholders are invited into this tapestry of storytelling which allows
connections to grow and the co-branded messages embrewed into the stories to proliferate on local
media channels.

Figure 3: CC0 Public Domain Image (Created on Canva): Workplace by Free-photos.

Through sharing digital media mentoring stories our campaign looks to launch the platform cooperative
and an event which brings together many of the participants and stakeholders at a #BundyStory event
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held at the Generator Co-workspace or similar.

Figure 4: Generator Co-workspace

The #BundyStory campaign fits the larger objective to build social capital:

Figure 5: Dimensions of Social Capital Adapted from Social Enterprise Training 2020
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The Brand Personality
Stories are a natural fit for the brand personality. The Social Enterprise Accelerator tells creative savvy
innovator stories (#BundyStory) as you expect from brands like Apple but like Target, emphasizes the
mentoring over self-interested individualism.
The Creator loves to innovate and has an inspirational and provocative brand voice.
The Everyman creates belonging like eating comfort food with a friend or that familiarity of home.
This everyman ethos is also evident in the iterative and participatory culture (Jenkins 2006, 2013 &
Bruns 2008)

Figure 1: Participatory Culture (Jenkins 2006, 2013)
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#BundyStory and the Brand Pyramid:

Brand Idea
Unlocking local innovation
and potential through
#BundyStory mentoring
tales to create authentic,
original and enduring design
services

Brand / Product Persona
The #BundyStory emphasises on
mentoring remote friendly,
affordable and authentic innovation.
Target meets Apple
Think different comfortably with
others
Progress, inspiration and originality
over perfection.
Emotional Benefits

An innovative social enterprise that makes a
difference.
The #BundyStory podcasts build:
Belonging & Equity: A brand tribe which builds on
Individual uniqueness to unlock a better you.
Creativity: Embrace the original. An innovative
platform that unleashes the authentic self-expressive
potentials of everyday local people, local economies,
and local networks.

Functional Benefits

#BundyStory mentoring stories lay the foundation for:
The Platform: For clients, it saves on the endless searching for innovative
designers with the right skills at an affordable price. For designers it allows
them the flexibility of work hours, to build a brand, and to save money.
The School: Helps individuals build social branding skills and connects
mentors and mentees.

Features and Attributes

Through the leveraging of open source and freely available digital technology and training, we
make current systems more efficient and pass on those benefits to enhance local social
capital, build branding skills and make it easier to connect.
A down-to-earth school of creative personal professional branding with street cred.
An innovative platform to connect creative designers and clients.
#BundyStory provides a space for networking and community relationships to take hold.

Figure 3. Brand Pyramid. From Template Noesis Marketing in Stokes (2013, p. 21)
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Defined Audience for the #BundyStory campaign
Primary Audience / Market: Achievement orientated business owners and startup founders attracted
to new technologies that fit the Something Better values segments (Roy Morgan, 2018).

Figure 2: Client Profile adapted from Roy Morgan Single Source n.d. 2018
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Figure 3: Audience
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Demand for design services:

Figure 4: Who Uses Specialised Design (Ibis World. P. 22).
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4.2 CONSUMER PERSONA
Sarah
36-year-old
Works in real estate.
Separated
Has one child
Sarah is starting to get some time off to pursue her projects not that her child is getting older. She is
used to working hard to pay for childcare and is used to pressure (Roy Morgan Research, 2018).
Sarah contrasts her
‘practical’ sense of
responsibility with her
‘dreamer’ brother
Forrest, who follows
groups like Extinction
Rebellion. ‘Forrest is
about whales and trees’
and this is ‘unhinged

Figure 5 CC0 Image from Unsplash Pixibay

idealism and not based
in reality: if you are going
to make those mortgage
Figure 96: CC0 Image Woman in Workspace by RA Publications

payments’, she says.

‘Without ambition and goals lose meaning’. (Roy Morgan Research).
For Sarah, what counts is staying in control. Working hard for a good lifestyle allows you to become
independent. Visible achievement from the clothes you wear to the place you live is important (Keeping
up with the Joneses) and Sarah is often on the lookout to see what others are doing and making
comparisons hence the small depts she is working hard to pay down (Ibid).
Buy Local
Like most people in Bundaberg, Sarah likes to shop at local stores to support the local economy and
thinks it is extremely important to do this (Neilson 2020). As we emerge from COVID-19, Sarah sees
buying local as a real ethical issue because it affects the economy (Neilson 2020, Barrett 2015). She
Page 12 of 55
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almost always researches online before she purchases and services on her phone, or Laptop PC (IBIS
world 2020). Most likely Sarah heads to Facebook or Instagram to check out services but will also look
at the business website and glance over review sites. She looks to see if there is a secure payment
method, the price, quality, return policy, the UX design of the site. She doesn’t follow any brands online
though because they don’t provide value or help her get ahead (MYOB).

Sarah, like everyone else she knows in her business community, is looking at ways to use the new digital
services that are becoming more widely available to enhance her sales presentations and sell more
houses. There’s a group of friends interested in entrepreneurial startups with whom Sarah shares advice
and tips.

Needs
Sarah would like to increase the visibility of her real estate professional profile and increase her status.
Recently she tried a marketing package offered by a True Local salesperson helping her set up a website
and do some SEO research, but the whole process she found far too expensive to sustain. Although she
liked where it was going Sarah would like to find a local alternative or learn the skills herself. There are
not number of options available locally, but she doesn’t want to get ripped off again and it’s hard to tell
which ones are better. Lately, she has been seeing more and more ads by Design Crowd and she is
thinking of giving this a try sometime.
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4.3 SOCIAL MEDIA PLAN
The #BundyStory campaign
looks to bring awareness to
the Social Enterprise
Accelerator as a welcoming
community where shared,
creative social
entrepreneurial values are
promoted and artistry
shines.
#BundyStory mentoring
stories which emphasize
DIY innovation are
produced for our YouTube
and Podcast channels in
weekly episodes which
highlight the challenges
and opportunities available
through digital media in the
Bundaberg region. A rich
tapestry of interconnected
brand stories become the
bonds which create community. This is celebrated at a launch event held at the Generator Coworkspace. The stories and posts build buzz for the launch event beginning 40 days before. They will
emphasize DIY innovation made available through digital media mentoring.
Features:
•
•

•

The Branding highlights how 50 per cent of profits return to the community in the form of the
school for social branding while bringing attention to mentoring.
Slogans like “You don’t have to be perfect to be amazing” and “Progress Over Perfection”
encourages participants to share their creative side and let down their defences enough to
share a mentoring story.
An integrated social media campaign on Facebook and Instagram will allow for the sharing of cobranded content across multiple platforms featuring local conversations.
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The iterative process of the #BundyStory Campaign

Learn
Learn by doing to
Improve practices.
1. Listen to the
community and
#BundyStory with
monitoring tools identify, discover
and gain new
insights

Learn by listening to
#bundystory
Educate
Build Social Capital
Create new trends

2. Engage and
have
conversations
about the
mentoring stories
and respond with
value

3. Measure and
refine. Set ways
to measure which
stories are
connecting.
Capture success
stories

1. Prioritise our
objectives to
share
#BundyStories to
bring awarness to
the launch event.
Find what is
working.

2. Establish
Governance
policies around
sharing
#BundyStories
signed releseses
of stories

3. Define
activities and
resources for
initial campaign
Develop
capabilities
Mentor
Establish Pilot
programs

Build ethical
cultures
Showcasing stories
Build social capital
Figure 7: Adapted from Advanced Human Technology Group (2020)
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4.4 PLATFORMS
Overview of platforms used in the #BundyStory campaign and their strengths and weaknesses.

Platform

Green = Very Good, Yellow = Average, Red = Not Good

Social Networking and
Messaging

Microblogging

Social Networking
and Messaging

Social Knowledge
and Podcasts

Can reach an entire
demographic. Through
advertising, you can
gain new fans.

Not easy to
communicate
directly with
customers.

You can now form
groups on Linked In.
Suits the
professional nature
of the group but it is
not especially easy
to communicate
initially.

Customers on
Anchor Podcasts
and YouTube can
be informed,
engaged and
entertained all at
the same time –
unique.
Customers can
engage through
comments.

The fast and efficient
way to gain exposure.

Visual content is
viewed 70% more
than written. 25%
of customers
purchase from
Pinterest.

The most impressive
exposure to
business.

YouTube and
Anchor podcasts
offer a genuine
community vibe
allowing channel
creation and
advertising. By
providing value,
good exposure is
possible as users
share videos and
podcasts.

Brand
Exposure

Customer
Communication

Afford
ances
and
Archit
ecture

Makes for a great
way Bundaberg
business to connect
with others and
build exposure.
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Pinned links last and
have a very
important backlink.
Creating an
infographic is a key
part of our plan to
gain traffic.

Linked In is a poor
referral site
although
connections can
help build traffic
mildly.

You can have ads
in video and
descriptions, but
these don’t
generally get a lot
of traffic until the
channel builds
over time leaving
this a long-term
strategy.
Advertising is
another option.

With the way
algorithms work
currently, ephemeral
Facebook post likes
carry little SEO weight.

Pinterest links are
no-follow and carry
only marginal
weight for SEO.

Limited effect on
SEO. However,
linked in profiles are
some of the easiest
to rank with all
social media.

Engaged YouTube
channels are
known to have a
significant effect
on SEO when
keywords are
integrated well.

SEO

Traffic to Site

Each new fan can
result in 20 new
visitors to the
platform.
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Content Release Schedule Overview
Week
Sun
Monday
Tuesday
1

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

1pm to
3pm
2

Mentoring
Event 2 x
month
3
Mentoring
Event
4

5
Mentoring
Event 2 x
month
Launch. About
40 days after
campaign
launch
Ongoing with refinements from feedback, evaluation and listening.
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Our WordPress blog is where much of the content is initially hosted and to capture organic keyword
searches in the Bundaberg community.
The blog will serve as:
• An SEO aggregator we will optimise pages around keywords like #bundystory and the
Bundaberg Social Enterprise Accelerator story and platform to ensure we are easily found. We
will also develop and integrate a white hat optimization strategy across accounts with
keywords that address digital media requirements and mentoring in the Bundaberg region.
• A place that enables the embedding of social media posts and allows users to easily connect
with those accounts. Here we can embed the podcast which is hosted on Anchor and videos
hosted on YouTube weather they are entertainment or mentoring videos.
• The initial site of the connector hub which matches local designers with clients.
• A place to tell Bundaberg digital media stories.
• An email subscription newsletter hub.

Facebook is the largest social network and has over 2.7 billion subscribers worldwide, covering six
continents. In 2016, sources estimated that the average time spent on the site per day was 50
minutes, constituting more than half of the 1.72 hours per day spent on all social media (Belch, 2019.
P. 510)
Based on advertising revenues, marketers consider Facebook to be the most important social
platform for advertising; the site accounted for 31.2 per cent ($10.29 billion) of all display ad spending
in 2016 (Ibid).
Facebook is more representative of businesspeople in Bundaberg as hundreds of groups are already
established. Facebook advertising allows posting of products, photos, promotions, events, news, and
so on in ways which are targeted to subsets of users ‘based on demographic and geographic data and
interests and activities. Also, because Facebook knows what page its members like and visit, what
their interests are, and even who is in their social network, targeting can become even more precise’
(Ibid).
Facebook will allow our campaigns to efficiently and quickly concentrate communication efforts on
our identified consumer persona, and specifically their age, gender, occupation and connections.
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This allows us to promote the #BundyStory podcast YouTube channels and event (either online or at
the Generator Bundaberg or similar depending on COVID 19 situation) where we hear stories about
people’s digital media journeys.
We will use Facebook for groups and advertising.

Figure 8 Facebook Audience according to Hootsuite. Retrieved 27 September from Hootsite.com

Before TikTok came along the photosharing and social networking site, Instagram was where all the
cool kids were heading and the fastest growing network and over a billion users. The ‘online site
allows users to post and edit pictures and share them on Facebook or Twitter. Instagram has been a
‘useful’ tool for marketing communications ‘as it allows companies to post pictures and video
news, events, new product introductions, and other company- or brand-related activities to increase
exposure, showcase products in a creative way, establish visual brand identity’ in extremely engaging
ways (Belch, 2017). Most users actively connect with brands on Instagram (80 per cent) and are also
more likely to act as a result of brand activities. This provides an opportunity for our brand tribe to
share images of the problems they have had in starting a business locally. What their challenges are
and how they overcame these challenges with digital media?
Instagram is where we gather a lot of the emotional content and stories for sharing in other channels
and live events.
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We ask users to post audio snippets, photos, or video which tells a local digital media story about
experiences using social media and the mentors they have had in Bundaberg (#BundyStory).
We will use Instagram for groups and advertising.

Used to create entertaining and engaging content but unlike Facebook, it remains an asset
YouTube is a social ‘content aggregator’. The growth of YouTube has been, and continues to be,
phenomenal; there are now more than 400 hours of video being uploaded to the site every minute
and more than 1 billion unique users per month especially in the 18 to 34 but older users are also
becoming heavily represented as YouTube makes further inroads int viewing habits across the board.
What makes YouTube great for us as marketers are the ability to post informational or humorous
entertaining video targeted to the Bundaberg audience to create a strong emotional impact and
brand affinities. (Ibid p. 517)
I can also interview local people and mentors about their challenges and advice stories: #BundyStory
which will serve as content for social media.

Pinterest is a ‘pinboard-style photo-sharing website’ where users arrange their collections around
interests by uploading their own or browsing and repining other posts. Although Pinterest in Australia
is ranked outside the top five there are over three hundred million active users and 71 per cent of
those are women (Belch 2017, p. 519). Marketers find it an effective medium (Ibid).

Pinterest is used because it is a great digital media training tool as it makes for an easy way to rang
highly and gain traffic through organic search. It is also a great place to post infographics made on
Canva and then easily integrate these onto a blog for easy sharing.
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LinkedIn as a business professional orientated social networking site neatly ties in with our audience
and we have already identified and contacted potential clients through this medium. More widely
used than Pinterest in the Australian setting it is mostly used in this project to connect to customers
who may have a specific interest in our brand.
Linked In learning is also freely available through the Queensland State Library which makes it a
valuable resource for the mentoring and learning community.

Podcasting is a medium that uses the Internet to distribute audio or video files for downloading into
iPods, iPads, tablets, and other portable devices. By telling stories on podcasts this allows the timechallenged audience the ability to connect with our brand while participating in other activities like
cooking dinner or cleaning their home.
Anchor is an all-in-one platform where you can create, distribute, and monetize your podcast from
any device, for free. Podcasts hosted on Anchor free. “Anchor has no storage limits, no trial period, no
catch. Automatically distributed to Spotify, Apple Podcasts, Google Podcasts, and all other major
listening platforms” (Anchor, 2020).
Despite levelling off slightly in recent years the increasing appetite for podcasts remains one of the
phenomenon’s that has dominated the media landscape in recent times and suits our storytelling and
mentoring format (Belch 2017, p. 519).
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4.5 CONTENT STRATEGY
Our goal is to create a networking community by sharing and creating digital media mentoring stories
told through podcasts and on YouTube. These are shared on blogs and the social media channels
prompting more storytelling and mentoring opportunities. By sharing relatable stories of authentic
(Banet-Weiser, 2012) digital media success and failures, we look to increase a sense of connection with
the brand tribe, and increase buzz, shares, likes, follows, to the social media channels. Ultimately the
goal is for brand advocates to play a part in building the brand identity by integrating themselves into
that greater story as part of the community of mentors and mentees in the School of Social Branding or
as a client or designer on the platform. Thus, we align this content with the overarching digital media
strategy (Freberg, 2019).
By building up digital media skills in the community we further look to educate local micro-influencers
who can participate in co-creating the brand as they build their profiles using the platforms and
mentoring, we provide (Abidin 2015, 2016).
PESO
The PESO (paid, earned, shared, and owned) model emphasises how channels have their strengths and
weakness and compensate to integrate efforts. Here is how we will use PESO:

PESO &
Activities

Strategy & Pros
Rationale
Paid

Cons

The paid campaign promotes the Podcast and YouTube mentoring stories hosted on the
blog/platform using Instagram and Facebook advertising optimized for website visits.
The paid campaign gathers data and insights which also lays the foundation for future paid
promotion:

Paid
Paid Media
Social Media Ads

Marketing
Communications
Influencer Marketing
Event Marketing

Lead Generation

Advertising on Social
Media
Paid media for a
communications
program is social media
advertising, sponsored
content, and email
marketing.

Can scale successful
campaigns for more
distribution.
A way to ensure
exposure of the
message.
Speed: Can deliver
the message to the
audience
immediately.

Email Marketing
Affiliate marketing
Inbound marketing
Contests and Quiz
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PESO &
Activities

Strategy &
Rationale

Pros

Cons

Earned
Our earned strategy involves engaging with local media, and influencers with co-created content to
build awareness of #BundyStory and have it top of mind.

Bundaberg Now
We will create a schedule of press releases to share on Bundaberg Now highlighting how there are
such rich stories of digital media mentoring happening right now, what we do and how the
community can get involved.
Infographics
We will create high-quality infographics for bloggers to share in return for a backlink to our site. Also
shared on Pinterest.

Earned
Earned Media
& relationships with
media, influencers,
investors, bloggers, link
building and word of
mouth.
Exposure:
Number of readers
Engagement:
Hashtag usage
Influence:
Association and
identifying with stories
Impact:
Websites and podcast
visits
Advocacy:
Recommendations

Earned media is what
you know as either
publicity or media
relations. It’s getting
your name in print.
We look to take our
story to local
Bundaberg Now
publication and local
established
entrepreneurial
networks on social
media.
We will have press
releases prepared to
take our brand story
and have them write
about us. We will also
put our hand up to talk
on local ABC radio
about the project and
the local stories we
uncover in the podcast.

Authoritative Social
Proof – real people
endorsing real work.
Cost-effective
research strategy
because we refine
and leverage our
established audience.
Press mentions and
authentic
endorsements are
used again to create
new campaigns to
create a long-term
benefit.

Shared
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Public communication
campaigns take a lot
of time and expertise
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PESO &
Activities

Strategy &
Rationale

Pros

Cons

The organic shared part of our campaign. Locals are encouraged to tell a story about a person who
has mentored them with their social media needs. They can nominate a story and a mentor who will
receive a branding package and public recognition. Both the nominee and the nominated will get
invited to participate at the official opening of the Social Enterprise Accelerator project.
We leverage Facebook to build a community to help share the links to weekly #BundyStory podcasts
and videos.
We will also engage in other activities to increase our shared organic reach.

Shared
Shared Media
Organic sharing of
posts
Reviews
Forums
Social Monitoring

Distribution and
Promotion of
content.
Platforms.
Content curation.

Community
Engagement with
Detractors, loyalists
and advocates.

Shared media is also
known as social media.
It’s evolving as well and
continues to build
beyond just marketing
or customer service
teams using it.
Organizations have
begun to use it as their
main source of
communications
internally and
externally. It includes
not just social
networking, but
leveraging community,
partnerships,
distribution, and
promotion.

Social Proof: Shared
media is trustworthy
because people trust
their peers more than
advertisers.
Inexpensive: You
don’t need to pay for
likes and they
provide insights into
the market and what
works.

Ambassadors
User-generated
content

Partnerships
Community service
Brand tribes
Co-Branding
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PESO &
Activities

Strategy &
Rationale

Pros

Cons

Owned
Keyword Audit
An audit of the most profitable keywords will help create a tiered architecture and find relevant topics to blog
about, make videos about, and podcast on.
The Platform
The platform allows designers to update their profile and keep it fresh. Designers can run campaigns with
packages and specials. Designers will also contribute to social media channels using #hashtages and on the blog
as a means to increase their profile with articles which deliver value.
Blog Posts
The subscription blog will feature articles form the community. As content is continually kept fresh this will
make it an interesting place to return too. Designers will also contribute to social media channels using
#hashtages and on the blog to increase their profile with articles which deliver value.
The community is encouraged to respond in conversations on each blog post with targeted questions to evoke
conversations, quizzes.
The Podcast
Each episode of the podcast is an opportunity to respond to the brand listening we have been doing on social
media. When the audience knows they have been heard they are more likely to participate in the brand and
help co-create its future. We can also share success stories from our clients and creators.

Keywords:
Side Hustle on Google Trends

Figure 9: Google Trends

Digital Marketing on Google Trends
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Figure 10: Google Trends

Most Popular Internet Searches on Bundaberg
Retrieved with Site Build It SEO Brainstormer

Keywords Generated using WordTracker data.

Owned
Weekly Podcast

Owned media is
otherwise known as
content. It is something

I get to control the
how, when, and if of
messaging.
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PESO &
Activities
Blog
Platform
Cooperative Platform
Owners’ Stories
Clients Stories

Strategy &
Rationale
you own, and it lives on
your website or blog.
SEO strategy and
building domain
authority.

Pros
Cost-effective in the
long run.
Improves over time.
Creates an evergreen
asset that you always
own and can attract
passive interest for as
long as the content
stays relevant and up
to date.
You can’t get shut
down.

PESO model adapted from Dietrich, G 2020
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Cons
and building backlinks
can take time.
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4.6 CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT
Our social customer relationship management strategy is a coordinated effort to bring brand awareness
and engagement as we synergize our marketing, sales, and customer service functions with an
experience which will amaze and bring emotional benefits. By creating trust and value as we meet their
needs from the customer journey from awareness into loyalty and loyalty to advocacy, we look to create
a growing community (Stokes 2013 p 353).

Awareness

Consideration

Purchase

Social Media.

Mentoring
stories.

Platform sign
ups.

Satisfaction

Search.

Student
Enrolements.

Guarantees
of platform
and school.

Students of
the school
becoming a
mentor to
others.

Technical
support.

Platform
reviews.

Review and
rating
systems.

Subscription
emails.

Spreading
#BundyStory
Podcast,
YouTube,
Blogs weekly.
Word of
Mouth.

Ads (long
term keyword
stratergies).
Platform
Success
stories.

Platform
development
and UX
design.
Launch event
registrations.

Service

Loyalty

More than simply data and sign-ups to the platform, we look to create a mutually beneficial dialogue
and active social listening between all our stakeholders involved at each touchpoint knowing it takes
much less effort and expense to keep an existing customer than to find new ones.
The Funnel
Awareness
•

We will host polls on Facebook to identify the most pressing pain points.
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•
•
•

SEO to make sure those who are already looking for our brand can find it.
Word of mouth
Ads

Consideration
•

•
•

Each new subscriber to the channel will receive the local digital media handbook with tips and
data on how to thrive in the Bundaberg area – signing up also means you get a roundup of all
that is happening across Love Bundy.
Relationships
Education about services.

Purchase
•

The platform will and blog will transparently display the pain points of clients for them to see
what they can do to meet expectations.

Service Satisfaction
•
•
•
•

In weekly podcasts, practitioners will address the pain points raised in previous episodes.
On YouTube, we will invite participation by asking subscribers to mention their pain points in the
comments section. These become topics for future videos.
While there is a curriculum for the school, we will gain feedback not only at the end of the year
but on an ongoing weekly basis, all the time adjusting content and delivery
Clients will have the ability to continually rate their current pain points.

Loyalty
•

•

•
•

An incentives and rewards point systems and loyalty cards will help engage clients on the
platform. We will also gamify this system to allow for additional rewards to keep high user
clients and providers happy.
o Shout outs for those designers who have done an amazing job
o Social shout outs to clients and their business who have been a dream to work for the
wider community
o Incentives and credits for leaving a review
AI build into the platform
o Remembers what users like and makes suggestions for next time
o Allows users to develop a good reputation
Free birthday social media audits.
Notifications at busy times to remember users to do important tasks.
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4.7 SAMPLE VISUALS
Facebook Website Clicks Optimised Ads

Facebook Creative 1

CC0 Public Domain Image (Created on Canva): Podcast by Chiplanay.
Headline: #BundyStory
Message: Learn Digital media skills from the Bundaberg Social Enterprise Accelerator mentors.
Destination Link: Podcast page on blog/platform. Informs audiences 50 % of profits build a school for
social branding and has links to the job board.
Call to Action: Listen Now
Context: Designed to invite participation in and awareness of the brand as more regular listeners.
Schedule for: Week 1
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Facebook Creative 2

CC0 Public Domain Image (Created on Canva): Media Office People by Stocksnap:
Headline: Meet the Mentors
Message: Meet the mentors of the #BundyStory podcast in person or find a designer to realise your
brand’s potential.
Destination Link: Description of the event including a summary of who the event would work for (those
looking to network and improve their digital skills). Information on the Social Enterprise Accelerator and
our pledge to return 50 per cent of profits to a School for Social Branding.
Call to Action: Register Now
Context: This event brings together participants in the channel for a live event. Co-branding opportunity
with the generator.
Schedule: Week 2
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Facebook Creative 3

CC0 Public Domain Image (Created on Canva): Workplace by Free-photos.
Headline: Podcast
Message: Catch the #BundyStory podcast and join us for an informal networking zoom.
Destination Link: Podcast page on blog/platform. Informs audiences 50% of profits build a school for
social branding and has links to the job board.
Call to Action: Learn More
Context: Podcasting and YouTube provide a way into the brand as audiences form bonds with
presenters and hosts. Promotes a social innovative brand aesthetic with people talking.
Schedule: Week 3
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Facebook Creative 4

CC0 Public Domain Image (Created on Canva): Startup by Startup Stock Photos
Headline: Find Mentors
Message: Find a mentor. Our platform connects designers with mentors and clients.
Destination Link: Leads to the blog and our credentials as a social enterprise.
Call to Action: Learn More
Context: Brands (designers or clients) can also pay for advertising on the destination link.
Post Date: Week 1
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Facebook Creative 5

CC0 Public Domain Image (Created on Canva): People by Stock snap:

Headline: Meet the Mentors
Message: Meet a mentor at a fun matching nigh with matches clients with designers and mentors
Destination Link: Information page. Zoom link dependent on COVID-19 restrictions. 50% of profits
returned locally.
Call to Action: Learn More
Context: Happy people smiling helps establish the brand as enjoyable, innovative, and for everyone.
Through making connections at a mentoring night the audience can learn more about the brand,
network and make contacts: which makes it more likely they will stay involved.
Post Date: Week 2
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Instagram Creative 1

CC0 Public Domain Image (Created on Canva): Working by Cowomen
Headline: Bundaberg Social Enterprise Accelerator
Message: Affordable, local, innovative digital design services and mentoring made easy.
Destination Link: Clients side landing page
Call to Action: Learn More
Context: Designed to sign more clients up to the newsletter and place jobs
Schedule: Week 2
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Instagram Creative 2

CC0 Public Domain Image (Created on Canva): People by Stock snap:
Headline: Monday Media Mentors
Message: Local digital media mentoring is more fun than paying for expensive big city designers.
Destination Link: The Platform Landing Page. The landing page also highlights social enterprise
credentials.
Call to Action: Learn More
Context: Introduces the brand as a sociable affordable way to innovate. Co-branding and sponsorship
opportunities are available on the post and landing page.
Schedule: Week 2
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Instagram Creative 3

CC0 Public Domain Image (Created on Canva): Work and Coffee by Sincerely Media:
Headline: Progress over Perfection.
Message: Finally, an affordable platform which connects local designers with mentors and clients.
Destination Link: The Platform Landing Page. The landing page also highlights our social enterprise
credentials.
Call to Action: Learn More
Context: Introduces the brand as a sociable affordable way to innovate. Co-branding and sponsorship
opportunities are available on the post and landing page.
Schedule: Week 2
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Instagram Creative 4

CC0 Public Domain Image (Created on Canva): People by Stocksnap:
Headline: Mentor Monday
Message: Local stories on getting digitally media mentored each Monday. Get savvy!
Destination Link: Platform/Blog Landing Page
Embeds of the Podcast and YouTube post.
Call to Action: Learn More
Context: Opportunities for co-branding this post as well as the video and podcast content. The YouTube
video introduces and covers the Social Enterprise Accelerator brand story and of those in the
community. Sponsored authentic content which adds value is allowed. Authentic aesthetic promotes
the brand as one that makes a difference.
Schedule: Week 1
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Instagram Creative 5
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CC0 Public Domain Images (Created on Canva):
Working by Cowomen
People by Stocksnap
Podcast by Chiplanay.

Headline: Mentor Monday
Message: Savvy mentors and designers to help you unleash your brand potential.
Destination Link: Platform / Blog designers and mentors page.
Call to Action: Learn more
Context: an Instagram story to attract more clients into the ecosystem. Happy productive people bring
out the innovative social brand persona and bring attention to the podcast.
Schedule: Week 4
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4.8 EVALUATION
Ultimately, we would like more:
•
•
•
•

Students as mentees.
Mentors
Clients hiring local designers as 75% of consumers would like to buy local (Barrett, 2015)
Designers on the platform building and sharing skills.

But for this campaign, we are focusing on clients as learners or customers by emersion into the
ecosystem through involvement in digital media stories.

Platform:
Events

Strategy

Measurement

Engage the registration of
students, mentors, and clients in
the live launch event by providing
a brand image.

Satisfaction surveys
Social media engagement
Registrations
Sentiment
Social Capital

Registrations are a Key
Goal

Blog

Create compelling content around
a white hat SEO strategy to build
organic traffic.
An initial hub for matching clients
with designers.
An initial hub for a participatory
mentoring community.
Twice weekly blog posts telling
local digital stories and mentoring
discussions.

Subscribers and
registrations are a Key
Goal
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Traffic and email newsletter subscriptions.
Social capital
Jobs posted
Client registrations
Also:
Posts, comments, likes, links, views,
unique visitors, time on site, return
visitors.
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Instagram

By having a great Bio and sharing
the co-branded stories of our
clients, mentors and mentees we
invite participation in the brand.

Views, shares, downloads, referrals,
searches, InMail, referrals, views

Paid advertisements share these
stories.

Facebook

By not directly selling and creating
a community network.

Social capital
Fans, posts, shares, likes, comments, tags,
links, referrals, sentiment

Paid advertisements help share
these stories.

Pinterest

Infographics shared on our blogs
are shared on other blogs to
creating networks of backlinks.

Social capital
Infographics providing backlinks.
Pins, repins, likes, followers, clicks,
referrals, sentiment

YouTube

YouTube not only is a means for
mentors to deliver content but for
creating entertaining and
emotional stories of the digital
media success and failures weekly.

Social capital
Views, comments, shares, subscribers,
links, likes – thumbs up, thumbs down.

Podcast

Content shared on local channels
like the Bundaberg Now online
publication and local social media
groups and entrepreneurial
networks.
Weekly podcast of
Content shared on local channels
like the Bundaberg Now online
publication and local social media
groups and entrepreneurial
networks.

Subscribers are a Key Goal
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The number of people putting their hand
up to participate in the podcast.
The difference it makes in people’s lives –
sentiment.
Social capital
Downloads, subscriptions, links, referrals,
ratings, reviews, sentiment
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Linked In

Connect with local clients and
grow organic professional
relationships (Barrett, 2015).

The number of learning courses shared by
mentors and courses taken by learners.
Connections.
Social capital.

The goal of the initial campaign is to build brand effects through digital media storytelling (Moriarty et
al. 2015, p. 418)
This initial campaign need fit into the overall goals (outlined below) but specifically to attain stories and
build community in the process.

Objective

Strategy and Channel

Key Components

Brand Effects

Perception
Recognition
Objectives

Facilitate the sharing of
content organically
through compelling and
relevant local stories
(podcasts, YouTube)
shared through social
channels and networks.
Test the success of each
aspect of the campaign
and reiterate
approaches in response
to the community
dialogue:

‘Think differently within comfort
with others’

Identity

Reach out to local
influencers.

A friendly honest place to unlock
authentic originality and
innovation. Expect to get
challenged creatively in an ethical
and supportive environment.

Persuasion
Belief in Brand
Objectives

Achieve 30 per cent exposure and
awareness in the first year.
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Achieve a 50 per cent recall of the
key message in the target
audience in one year.

Cognition
Brand
Understanding
Objectives

Use #lovebundy and
related hashtags and
create a brand story for
profiles which
resonates. Schedule
regular posts to remain
in the audiences daily
life.

#buylocal makes a difference.

Position

Emotion

Tell both success stories
and challenges to come
across as authentic and
social innovators.

The saying “You don’t have to be
perfect to be amazing” conjures
up the creative innovator and the
friendly and authentic soul which
seeks equity.
Goal: 50% of the target audience
survey to report positive
emotions.
Key Metaphor for the brand: The
everyman artist

Personality

School
Enrol 30 students in the school for
personal professional branding in
the first year

Loyalty

Brand Feel
Objectives

Association
Objectives

Behaviour
Objectives

Use established trusted
entrepreneurial
channels to co-brand
our content.
Calls to action to sign up
for the platform and
school.

Platform
Secure crowdfunding to start
platform.
Enrol 50% of the target audience
to trial in the first year.
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SMART

S M A R T
Specific
Objective or Goal

Measurable

Attainable|
Assignable

Relevant|
Resources

Timely

Who, what, where,
when, which and
why?

Criteria to track our
progress:

Our core strengths
and steps to
success:

Our willingness
and ability to work
towards these
goals:

When we would
like to see success:

Structural Measures
Network structures
diversity, density and
size.
Civic engagement:
and participation.
Trust: institutional
and interpersonal.

Build the skills of
participation

New technologies
not only provide
amazing user
experiences but
enable networking
and the building of
social capital in
ways previously
not available.

2021 (mid)

Social Capital
Enhance social
capital in the
community.

Encouraging
partnerships:
Practising
Reciprocity

Relational Measures Practice building
Social cohesion:
the creation of
social interactions,
diverse networks
neighbourhood
cohesion and
Create mentoring
togetherness.
communities
Social networks,
bonding bridging and
linking relationships.
Cognitive Measures
Norms and values
and civic norms.
Trust.
(Adapted from Social Capital Research and Training 2017)
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Students learn to
leverage these to
build connected
communities of
mutual benefit.
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5. PROJECT FUNDING DESIGN
Stakeholder Benefits and Contributions Summary
Stakeholders

Gain

Contribution

Challenges or Dangers

Myself

Co-stakeholder in the
cooperative

Organizing the
cooperative social
enterprise.
Website
Labor
Coordinating
Mentor and mentee

Clients and
Students of the
School

Affordable branding
Co-branding
opportunities
Emotional benefits
Digital media
marketing and
branding skills

Participants on the
platform and in the
school.
Mentor and mentee

Time restraints.

Designers on
the platform

Employment
Profiles
Clients
Skills
Social Capital
Assists the Business
Enterprise Centre in
the creation and
sustainable
development of new
employment
opportunities
Support for
Entrepreneurs

Design services.
Mentor and mentee

Moving away from
current marketing
practices.

Networking assistance
and possible
partnerships

Duplicating services
avoided creating
affinities and by using a
different approach to
marketing and
branding

Council

Business Leap
The Generator
Investors

Co-branding
opportunities
Event bookings
An optional strategy
where the business is
sold to a larger

Entrepreneurship
Facilitator Services
providing advice and
assistance.
Partnership
opportunities for
events and workshops.
Initial funds
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All
stakeholders

platform like
99designs.
Social Capital
Improved local
economy

Participate in building
the brand through
emotion involvement
in creation and
investment.
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5.1 TARGET INVESTOR
Angel Loop

Angel Loop Ltd describes itself as ‘special purpose public company formed to encourage more earlystage investment and connecting entrepreneurs to this much-needed seed investment’ (Angel Loop,
Para 1). Australia’s fastest-growing angel investor network and the organization ‘operates from the
Northern Rivers to Tropic North Queensland’ as an association for organized Angel Investing in
Queensland (…) for the broader benefit of their local communities’ (Ibid).
The Bundaberg Angels commenced in 2019 and regular meetings are held on the third Wednesday of
every second month. This is a pitching night where startups are invited to pitch to potential investors
interested in supporting Queensland business.
Because Angel link is committed to the success of local startups and has a wealth of expertise and local
contacts through their web of networks this would make them an ideal investor. Angel link ‘care about
their community and ensuring that there is an economic future for them” and this aligns strategically
with our aims helping to contribute to the success of this project.
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5.2 FUNDING STRATEGY
Funding is by way of:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sponsorships
Featured boosted posts on the platform
Advertising on the platform
Co-branded social media content (advertising)
Partnerships (Advertising on the podcast and YouTube channel)
Collaborations

Also, see the budget and for more information on a funding strategy.
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5.3 BENEFITS FOR STAKEHOLDERS
As an investor, you get to participate as partners at the cooperative’s decision-making table. Investors
will also have opportunities for co-branding in social media campaigns.
Backers will also receive and package which includes:
•

the opportunity to gain full recognition of their contributions in social media campaigns created
by the co-op to the value of your contribution.

•

An invite to our backer’s events with the opportunity to network.

•

A digitally created public thank you card.

•

Fifteen minutes of fame on our podcasts.

•

Full public credit on the website.

•

Access to the members-only area to post and bid for jobs.
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5.4 CHALLENGES
COVID-19
Address business environment with #buylocal (Neilson 2020).
Scalable
Grow the project organically to establish validly and proof of concept and ready to scale to begin a
snowball effect on revenue and social capital with minimal investment.
Exit strategy
Conditions are currently ripe for the model to continue to flourish (IBISworld 2020).
Potentially other Australian design companies like Design Crowd, 99 Designs or Canva may eventually
seek an acquisition.
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5.5 BUDGET

Income

Expenses

Advertising revenue from the
platform

1000

Social Media Advertising
Space

Co-branded advertising content
Boosted posts on the platform
Premium subscriptions

2400
1000
1000

Creatives for Campaign
Campaign Strategy
Event

Sponsorships and grants

1000

Initial website used to build
the cooperative
Communication Generation
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Or
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